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Angelus
Marital strife and divorce can be your chance to profoundly
transform yourself, your mindset and your relationship with a more
harmonious and steady vision. While many of us may be better
together, some of us can actually become better apart. What if you
emerged from your divorce stronger and more resilient than ever
before? Better Apart is the first book to apply the life-changing,
healing wisdom of meditation and yoga, combined with practical
advice, to help anyone going through the painful and seemingly
intractable realities of divorce. Gabrielle Hartley and Elena Brower
are warm and caring guides who can help you compassionately part
from your partner. Whether your separation is amicable, or your ex
is combative, Better Apart can help you find peace, calm, and hope.
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Blending practical advice from a legal perspective together with
spiritual wisdom, Gabrielle and Elena are experts and realists who
have created a simple five-step process that uses original
meditations, perspective-shifting exercises, and fresh suggestions to
help navigate the common legal and emotional pitfalls of divorce.
Don’t worry if you’ve never tried yoga or mediation; Gabrielle’s
insight buttressed by Elena’s practices and exercises are accessible
for all. Together, they show you how to meaningfully shift your
mindset and to move forward though any—or all—parts of this
emotionally fraught process. Better Apart radically reframes the
way couples experience, execute, and recover from when “for better
or worse” is no longer an option, and helps you find the road to a
new mindset and better life.

Living Ayurveda
A follow up to Pico Iyer’s essay “The Joy of Quiet,” The Art of
Stillness considers the unexpected adventure of staying put and
reveals a counterintuitive truth: The more ways we have to connect,
the more we seem desperate to unplug. Why might a lifelong
traveler like Pico Iyer, who has journeyed from Easter Island to
Ethiopia, Cuba to Kathmandu, think that sitting quietly in a room
might be the ultimate adventure? Because in our madly accelerating
world, our lives are crowded, chaotic and noisy. There’s never been
a greater need to slow down, tune out and give ourselves permission
to be still. In The Art of Stillness—a TED Books release—Iyer
investigate the lives of people who have made a life seeking
stillness: from Matthieu Ricard, a Frenchman with a PhD in
molecular biology who left a promising scientific career to become
a Tibetan monk, to revered singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen, who
traded the pleasures of the senses for several years of living the nearsilent life of meditation as a Zen monk. Iyer also draws on his own
experiences as a travel writer to explore why advances in
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technology are making us more likely to retreat. He reflects that this
is perhaps the reason why many people—even those with no
religious commitment—seem to be turning to yoga, or meditation, or
seeking silent retreats. These aren't New Age fads so much as ways
to rediscover the wisdom of an earlier age. Growing trends like
observing an “Internet Sabbath”—turning off online connections
from Friday night to Monday morning—highlight how increasingly
desperate many of us are to unplug and bring stillness into our lives.
The Art of Stillness paints a picture of why so many—from Marcel
Proust to Mahatma Gandhi to Emily Dickinson—have found richness
in stillness. Ultimately, Iyer shows that, in this age of constant
movement and connectedness, perhaps staying in one place is a
more exciting prospect, and a greater necessity than ever before. In
2013, Pico Iyer gave a blockbuster TED Talk. This lyrical and
inspiring book expands on a new idea, offering a way forward for
all those feeling affected by the frenetic pace of our modern world.

Little Flower Yoga for Kids
"Looking at Mindfulness collects classic and esoteric paintings,
from Rembrandt to Hopper to Magritte, and offers a lucid
commentary on the inner workings of each. André describes the
dynamic on the canvas, and turns to the viewer's own reactions,
exploring the connection between what we see and what we feel.
Moving beyond the art on the page, André teaches us what it means
to consider our surroundings, our daily interactions and obligations,
and their effect on our inner well-being. The paintings are a visual
and tangible first step to understanding mindfulness and the benefits
of living in the moment. In practicing mindfulness, within ourselves
and out in the world, each of us can make immediate, meaningful,
and permanent changes in our well-being and the well-being of
others" -- Amazon.com.
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The Practice of Nada Yoga
"Revised edition of Guiding Yoga's Light: Lessons for Yoga
Teachers, Second Edition, published in 2008 by Human Kinetics."

The Art of Vinyasa
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible and - above
all - effective book on meditation, providing a nuts-and-bolts stagebased system that helps all levels of meditators establish and deepen
their practice. Providing step-by-step guidance for every stage of
the meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive guide for a
Western audience combines the wisdom from the teachings of the
Buddha with the latest research in cognitive psychology and
neuroscience. Clear and friendly, this in-depth practice manual
builds on the nine-stage model of meditation originally articulated
by the ancient Indian sage Asanga, crystallizing the entire
meditative journey into 10 clearly-defined stages. The book also
introduces a new and fascinating model of how the mind works, and
uses illustrations and charts to help the reader work through each
stage. This manual is an essential read for the beginner to the
seasoned veteran of meditation.

The Art of Yoga
Essential and uplifting advice that will help you get from where you
are to who you hope to become. Often referred to as The Traveling
Yogini, beloved yoga teacher Stephanie Spence explores what it
means to become our truest selves. Weaving her experience as a
writer, mother, and PTSD survivor, Spence affirms that not only is
the soul’s messy and unpredictable journey inevitable, it is essential
to our quest to live a life we thrive in. Yoga heals—not just the body,
but the heart and soul. Whether you’ve only dabbled with the idea
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of trying yoga, or have practiced for a long time, yoga is about you.
Physically, it increases endurance, strength, and flexibility.
Mentally, it reduces stress and helps you find stillness in a chaotic
world. Spiritually, it helps you evolve to your highest potential and
live in a space of gratitude and peace no matter what’s happening
around you. Here, Spence has gathered the wisdom of eighty-five
acclaimed yogis to enable readers to live their life to the fullest.
Real and raw wisdom from global leaders in the yoga
community—from classic yoga superstars to today’s rock-your-dailyasana hipsters—will motivate you to live a life beyond your wildest
dreams. Filled with universal insights, intimate, comforting stories,
and spiritually practical tips, Yoga Wisdom is here to help keep you
on the road to truth, authenticity, and balance in all aspects of your
life.

Wanderlust
This introduction to mindfulness meditation for children and their
parents includes practices that can help children calm down,
become more focused, fall asleep more easily, alleviate worry,
manage anger, and generally become more patient and aware.

Management Mantras
Designed to show people how to stretch and strengthen the hip
rotators, this book also explains the logic behind the creation of a
sequence designed to open the hips.

Better Apart
A radical presentation of the most rigorous form of contemporary
yoga as meditation in motion In The Art of Vinyasa, two of the
most well-respected teachers of the Ashtanga style of yoga, Richard
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Freeman and Mary Taylor, explore this rigorous practice not as a
gymnastic feat, but as a meditative form. They reveal that doing the
practice—and particularly the vinyasa, or the breath-synchronized
movements—in such a deep and focused way allows practitioners to
experience a profound awakening of the body and mind. It also
develops an adaptable, flexible practice that can last a lifetime.
Freeman and Taylor give an in-depth explanation of form,
alignment, and anatomy, and how they work together in the
practice. They also present a holistic approach to asana practice that
includes an awareness of the subtle breath and seamlessly merges
yoga philosophy with practical technique. Unlike other books on
Ashtanga, The Art of Vinyasa does not follow the linear pattern of
the sequences of postures that are the hallmark of Ashtanga yoga.
Instead, it interlinks the eight limbs: yama and niyama (ethical
practices), asana (postures), pranayama (breathing), pratyahara
(nongrasping of the senses), dharana (concentration), dhyana
(meditation), samadhi (harmony, insight)—and shows how to
establish an internally rooted yoga practice.

Energy Healing for Trauma, Stress & Chronic Illness
NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA
TODAY BESTSELLER "This book will shine new light on your
journey, ignite your practice with new power, inspire new
possibilities for growth, and infuse your life with the grace and
confidence you seek." --Baron Baptiste A little over a decade ago,
Baron Baptiste published his seminal book, Journey into Power.
The first of its kind, it introduced the world to Baptiste Yoga, his
signature method that marries a lifetime of studying with some of
the world's most renowned yoga masters with his uniquely powerful
approach to inner and outer transformation. Since then, yoga has
steadily moved into the mainstream in our culture, and Baron's
unique contribution has played a key role. As millions of
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participants incorporate yoga into their daily lives, Baron's
teachings have evolved to bring them even deeper into their own
transformative possibilities. Perfectly Imperfect: The Art and Soul
of Yoga Practice takes readers beyond the foundations of the
practice by speaking to everything that happens in their bodies and
minds after they get into a yoga pose. That is where the true
transformation occurs, and where much rich spiritual and emotional
growth is available. Readers will learn how to move through their
lives with grace and flow, begin again when a situation becomes
difficult, "be a yes" for their innermost desires, give up what they
must, follow their intuition, and find their truth north. With his
signature blend of boldness, insightfulness, humor, and warmth,
Baron offers what is destined to be an instant classic in the yoga and
meditation world. With Perfectly Imperfect, he proves once again to
be a true yoga master for the modern world.

Art of Attention
One of the most beloved and trusted mindfulness teachers in
America offers a lifeline for difficult times: the RAIN meditation,
which awakens our courage and heart Tara Brach is an in-thetrenches teacher whose work counters today's ever-increasing
onslaught of news, conflict, demands, and anxieties--stresses that
leave us rushing around on auto-pilot and cut off from the presence
and creativity that give our lives meaning. In this heartfelt and
deeply practical book, she offers an antidote: an easy-to-learn fourstep meditation that quickly loosens the grip of difficult emotions
and limiting beliefs. Each step in the meditation practice
(Recognize, Allow, Investigate, Nurture) is brought to life by
memorable stories shared by Tara and her students as they deal with
feelings of overwhelm, loss, and self-aversion, with painful
relationships, and past trauma--and as they discover step-by-step the
sources of love, forgiveness, compassion, and deep wisdom alive
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within all of us. A PENGUIN LIFE TITLE

Yoga: The Art of Adjusting
World-renowned restorative yoga teacher Jillian Pransky came to
the practice of yoga to heal herself. For much of her life, she
subscribed to a relentless work hard/play hard mentality, burying
parts of herself beneath the pursuit of busy-ness and
accomplishment. It wasn’t until a devastating personal loss and
health crisis thrust her into suffocating anxiety that she stopped
racing around. As she began to pause and examine her actions and
emotions, she found herself able to unlock deeply seated tension in
her mind and body. Since then, Pransky has been devoted to
studying and teaching mindfulness practices, deep relaxation, and
compassionate listening. In Deep Listening, Pransky presents her
signature Calm Body, Clear Mind, Open Heart program?a 10-step
journey of self-exploration that she’s taught around the world.
Derived from the techniques that healed her, the practice of Deep
Listening invites you to pay close attention to your body, mind, and
heart. You’re taught how to tune inward and relax into a state of
openness, ease, and clarity. This is the new frontier in integrative
wellness—mindfulness designed for healing. Pransky doesn’t ask
you to “be your best self,” or “do more!” She asks you to “be here”
and “do less.” She guides you gently through the stages of Deep
Listening, from being present and noticing your tension to
welcoming what you discover with softness and compassion. She
integrates tools like guided meditations, journaling prompts, and
restorative yoga poses to help you regard yourself with kindness
and curiosity. Immersing yourself in the practice of Deep Listening
will allow you to nurture your own well-being.

Embodied Healing
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Free Yourself from Trauma & Chronic Health Challenges Join
renowned spiritual healer Cyndi Dale as she shares groundbreaking
techniques for resolving challenging energetic and spiritual issues.
Trauma and pain caused by environmental, physical, psychological,
electronic, and spiritual forces can have major effects on every
aspect of your life. This book includes dozens of subtle-energy
healing methods and five flip-to reference guides as well as
personal assessment questionnaires to help you gain the power you
need to heal from trauma. Within these pages, Cyndi explores her
powerful spirit-to-spirit healing modality and hands-on exercises
for: Working with the Six Vital Forces • Aligning with Spirit
Guides • Awakening the Vagus Nerve • Activating the Chakras •
Locating Hidden Inner Wounds • Releasing Negative Energies •
Cleansing the Auric Field • Harmonizing the Infra-Low Brainwave
• Charging with Colors • Creating Love with Tones • Healing
Streams of Grace • Achieving the Theta State You will also
discover the contemporary research on the effects of trauma on
epigenetics, transgenerational inheritance, and mast cells.
Combining insights from mainstream science, psychology, and
subtle healing modalities, this book provides a truly holistic
approach to recovery.

Practice You
The Mind Illuminated
yoga + art book for practitioners and teachers ANGELUS is an
experiential chakra workbook that goes beyond the intellectual
understanding of the chakras. It presents a pioneering methodology
of emotionally connected yoga and visually powerful art as a means
to see and feel your body's wisdom.
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Looking at Mindfulness
Yoga begins with physical well-being—but it can also lead us into a
lifelong exploration of presence, elegance, and possibility. With Art
of Attention, Elena Brower and Erica Jago show us the way.
Distilled from their acclaimed workshops and training programs,
this multifaceted book can be used as: • A step-by-step illustrated
workshop of five sessions to merge movement-based mindfulness
with traditional yoga • A “tool kit” of asanas, meditations, selfinquiry questions, and healing practices for customizing your own
daily practice • An uplifting source of visual beauty and wisdom
insights for inner reflection and inspiration For students and
teachers at every level, Art of Attention takes us further into
yoga—and the art of living—with clarity, creativity, wonder, and
depth.

Yoga for Cancer
The authors believe that the most spiritual and powerful aspect of
human nature is our faculty of attention. Our ability to see ourselves
and how we behave is key to harmonizing the dissonance between
our inner conversation and our outer conversation, and learning to
love ourselves. They invite you to slow down, reflect, and design
your experience with these practices.

Enrique's Journey
Organisations the world over today are paying more and more
attention to how to prevent their workforce from getting burnt out
due to an unrelenting pace of work. Views are radically changing on
these practices to ensure that employees perform consistently well
over many years. In this book, Sri Sri offers valuable tips for
managers and leaders to become more effective in their roles and
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also on how to delevop a work environment that is conducive for
both the employees and the organisation to add value to each other.

Yoga Nidra
Acclaimed as one of the most exciting books in the history of
American letters, this modern epic became an instant bestseller
upon publication in 1974, transforming a generation and continuing
to inspire millions. This 25th Anniversary Quill Edition features a
new introduction by the author; important typographical changes;
and a Reader's Guide that includes discussion topics, an interview
with the author, and letters and documents detailing how this
extraordinary book came to be. A narration of a summer motorcycle
trip undertaken by a father and his son, the book becomes a
personal and philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions of
how to live. The narrator's relationship with his son leads to a
powerful self-reckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance leads
to an austerely beautiful process for reconciling science, religion,
and humanism. Resonant with the confusions of existence, Zen and
the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is a touching and transcendent
book of life.

Sitting Still Like a Frog
Please note that if this title is purchased in eBook/Kindle format, the
audio (CD) portion will not be included. One of the most enjoyable
parts of a yoga class comes when we rest in savasana—the "corpse"
pose—and realize deep serenity, a sense of effortless joy, and a
glimpse into our true nature as unqualified presence. How is this so?
Master teacher Richard Miller explains that this experience is a
manifestation of yoga nidra, the meditative state of mind-body
union at the heart of all yoga practice. A powerful integration of
book and CD audio learning, Yoga Nidra is an ancient tantric yoga
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path that leads to inner freedom. Through accessible language
appropriate for any level of practice, Miller takes us step-by-step
through the traditional techniques of relaxation and meditation to
help us move toward the realization of "unqualified presence"—the
ultimate aim of yoga—a goal unreachable through posture practice
alone. Through his expert guidance, students will experience: Deep
relaxation for relief from day-to-day stress The development of
"one-pointedness"—a key to spiritual awakening Healing from
painful emotions, such as fear, grief, and anger More effective and
energizing sleep, and much more Suitable for both beginners and
advanced practitioners—but new to most Westerners—Yoga Nidra
provides an unmatched way to experience the culmination of the art
of yoga, and the deeper physical, emotional, and spiritual rewards
that are its promise.

Routledge Handbook of Yoga and Meditation Studies
How to achieve a direct inner experience of your higher nature and
the after-death state from which you originate and will return •
Provides techniques for listening to the primordial sound within •
Offers yoga and meditation techniques that are still little known in
the West This book--at once simple and powerful--stands as a
monument to the lifelong spiritual struggles of Edward Salim
Michael, struggles that he heroically surmounted on his path to
enlightenment. Due to the circumstances of his birth, Michael had
no education, no mother tongue, and no book learning when he was
drafted at the age of 19 into the British Royal Air Force during
World War II. After learning to read and write he became an
accomplished classical composer in France. In 1949, after seeing a
statue of a Buddha for the first time, he experienced a powerful
awakening of his innate Buddha Nature, which inspired him to
begin a sustained and extremely disciplined meditation practice.
Michael abandoned his career as a composer and went to India, the
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home of his maternal grandmother, where he lived for seven years
fully focused on his spiritual awakening. Michael’s spiritual
teachings reveal techniques of yoga and meditation that can open
the door to one’s higher nature and to directly experience the afterdeath state. Nada yoga (meditation on the inner sound) is one of the
core techniques for this realization. There is a vast luminous
consciousness already within us, but it is obscured by the clouds of
our incessant thoughts. With sincerity, moral integrity, and inner
vigilance, which, when embodied, implies that we have internalized
the basic tenets of the law of attention, we can move beyond the
promptings of our lower nature and break through the clouds of our
ordinary mind to realize our own divine nature. Emphasizing inner
attention and an awareness of attitude, Michael’s practices can help
aspirants make direct contact with the divine source each of us
unknowingly carries deep within.

Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
A journal from yoga luminary and artist Elena Brower to open you
to self-discovery, joy, and healing Being You: A Journal takes you
on an interactive journey of discovery, creative expression, and
empowerment. Filled with prompts, thoughtful questions, lists,
inspiring quotations, and beautiful art, this journal will help you
embrace self-discovery, work through difficult feelings, and shape
the life you want. A celebration of joys, possibilities, and potential,
Being You also embraces the questions, anxieties, and complexities
of life. You’ll learn to own your experience and authentically
define the changes you want to see in yourself and in the world.

Waking Up
Meditation exercises for listening to the four levels of sound, to still
the body, quiet the mind, open the heart, and connect with the
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Divine • Details the teachings on nada yoga from the Hatha Yoga
Pradipika with clear, step-by-step instructions to find and hear the
inner sacred sound of nada • Explains the 4 levels of sound through
a series of practical meditation exercises • Includes instructions for
a daily nada yoga meditation practice as well as ways to strengthen
your advanced practice The ancient practice of nada yoga is not
complex. It is the yoga of listening. It is a journey from the noise of
the external world inward to a place of peace and bliss, to the source
of the transformational power of sound--the nada. By meditating on
the inner sacred sound of the nada, we can release ourselves from
mind chatter and obsessive thinking. We can still the body, quiet the
mind, and open the heart to create a state of mind where joy
naturally arises. Sharing his experiential understanding of the
classic Hatha Yoga Pradipika, Baird Hersey offers precise, step-bystep instructions on how to find the inner sound of the nada. He
explains the first three levels of sound--first, how to truly hear the
ordinary sounds of the world around us (vaikhari); second, how to
quiet the sounds of the mind (madhyama), such as sound memories
and internal dialogue; and third, how to access visual sounds
(pashyanti), tapping in to our ability to see sounds and hear colors.
Mastering the first three levels prepares one for the fourth level of
sound (para), the heart of the practice that connects one to the inner
sound of the nada. The author provides detailed exercises to guide
you through each level of sound and instructions for a daily nada
yoga meditation practice. Hersey explains that by focusing our
minds on this internal sound we reunite our essential self with the
eternal and infinite. In this re-union we find bliss in both body and
mind, an uplifted spirit, and heightened states of consciousness.

The Art of Game Design
A hands-on holistic guide to self-care based on the ancient wisdom
of Ayurveda—learn how to build a daily personal practice using
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food, breath, movement, and meditation to stay balanced and
nourished through the seasons. Nourishment comes in many
forms—it's the food you eat, how you breathe and move your body,
and the way you establish your daily routine. Living Ayurveda
weaves together the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda and Yoga in a
modern, accessible way to provide a season-by-season guide for
living a vibrantly rich year. Part cookbook, part lifestyle manual,
each chapter includes simple vegetarian recipes, seasonal rituals,
and self-care practices to cultivate your inner wisdom and feed your
body, mind, and spirit. In this book, you'll find: • 80+ delicious
vegetarian recipes to balance the body and strengthen digestion
through the seasons • Illustrated menu guides and cooking tips that
demystify the process of building a balanced meal • Yoga
sequences and breathing techniques to help align with the energy of
each season • Seasonal rituals based on moon cycles to strengthen
your intuition and develop a personal routine at home Learn from
ancient wisdom to know yourself intimately, be open to new
discoveries, and see where this path takes you to allow a deeper
wisdom to blossom in your life.

The Art of Yoga Sequencing
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design - no
technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A
Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology
that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are
the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design
happens when you view your game from many different
perspectives, or lenses. While touring through the unusual territory
that is game design, this book gives the reader one hundred of these
lenses - one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask yourself that
will help make your game better. These lenses are gathered from
fields as diverse as psychology, architecture, music, visual design,
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film, software engineering, theme park design, mathematics,
writing, puzzle design, and anthropology. Anyone who reads this
book will be inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.

The Complete Yoga Book
What does twisting your body into poses named after animals have
to do with trauma recovery? Everything. If you've ever wondered
how yoga can inform trauma recovery and help us cope with
extreme stress, this book is for you.Author Lisa Danylchuk has
taught yoga as a healing modality in schools, prisons, recovery
centers, and to traumatized populations abroad in Kenya, Haiti, and
Tibet. In Embodied Healing: Using Yoga to Recover from Trauma
and Extreme Stress, she shares the foundation of her approach and
offers simple ways to understand and apply the theoretical bridges
between the fields of yoga and psychotherapy. She outlines core
elements of trauma treatment, yoga philosophy, and effective
healing approaches.* Learn how trauma theory and yoga
philosophy interconnect. * Find out the healing foundations of yoga
that are so easily hidden by our culture's fixation on the external
form.* Discover the role of the nervous system and how to cultivate
balance through yoga.* Tap into sound advice on how to structure a
trauma-informed yoga class.* Get insider tips on keeping yourself
healthy as you do healing work!

Deep Listening
Yoga is a practice of the mind, body, and spirit. It is a practice that
has the power to change, heal, and transform us. Many of us who
have chosen to walk the yogic path already know this. We know
this because we have not only experienced our own powerful
transformations, but we have also seen dramatic, and at times even
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miraculous, metamorphoses of the souls that walk beside us on this
path. The Yoga Diaries is a powerful collection of these stories of
transformation through yoga: stories of physical and emotional
healing; stories of overcoming great adversity and often finding
one's true purpose; stories of breath-taking, alchemical soul
transformations and spiritual healing; stories from beautiful hearts
and souls from all over the globe. The inspiring stories of the brave
yogis within these pages will convince you that yoga is a practice
for anyone for everyone.

The Yoga Diaries
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without
religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York Times bestseller is a guide
to meditation as a rational practice informed by neuroscience and
psychology. From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and author of
numerous New York Times bestselling books, Waking Up is for the
twenty percent of Americans who follow no religion but who
suspect that important truths can be found in the experiences of
such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the other
saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris argues that
there is more to understanding reality than science and secular
culture generally allow, and that how we pay attention to the present
moment largely determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is
part memoir and part exploration of the scientific underpinnings of
spirituality. No other book marries contemplative wisdom and
modern science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a
scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.

Do Your Om Thing
Like the wildly popular festivals that have taken the yoga world by
storm, Wanderlust is a road map for the millions of people engaged
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in cultivating their best selves. For the 20 million people who grab
their yoga mats in the United States every week, this book gives a
completely unique way to understand "yoga"--not just as something
to do in practice, but as a broader principle for living. Wanderlust
helps readers navigate their personal path and find their own true
north, curating principles that embody the brand and
lifestyle--authentic yoga practices, provocative thinking, music, art,
good food, eco-friendly activities, and more. Each chapter includes
expert yoga instruction by renowned teachers; inspiring music
playlists to motivate readers to practice; thought-provoking art;
awesome recipes for delicious, healthy foods to sustain a yoga
regimen; and fun, unexpected detours. This wide array of ideas and
beautiful visuals is designed to be hyper-stimulating--whether a
reader follows the arc of the book from beginning to end or dips
into chapters at random, she is sure to find something pleasing to
the eye, to feel motivated to practice, and to want to reach for her
deepest desires and dreams. This book brings the Wanderlust
festival experience into any reader's home.

Yoga Wisdom
Incl. illustrations

Practice You Daily Awakening Deck
Documents the journey of a Honduran teen who braved hardship
and peril to reunite with his mother after she was forced to leave
him behind and seek migratory work in the United States.

Radical Compassion
Using yoga to manage the challenges of cancer and its treatment •
Explains how to create a safe home yoga practice that addresses the
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specific physical needs, risks, and emotions of cancer patients and
survivors • Includes 53 yoga poses and 9 practice sequences that
use movement and breathing to reduce and manage treatment side
effects • Reveals how current research supports the physical and
psychological benefits of yoga to aid recovery and reduce risk of
recurrence • Written by a cancer survivor and certified yoga teacher
For those faced with a cancer diagnosis and the journey of doctorled surgery and treatments, yoga offers a way to regain control of
your body and take an active part in your recovery and long-term
health. In this easy-to-follow illustrated guide, yoga teacher and
cancer survivor Tari Prinster presents 53 traditional yoga poses that
are adapted for all levels of ability and cancer challenges. She then
applies the movements and breathwork of these poses to address 10
common side effects and offers 9 practice sequences for varying
stages of treatment and recovery. Sharing her own story as well as
those of cancer survivors and yoga teachers with whom she has
worked, Prinster explores how yoga can be used to strengthen the
immune system, rebuild bone density, avoid and manage
lymphedema, decrease anxiety, detoxify the body, reduce pain, and
help the body repair damage caused by the cancer and conventional
treatments. She reveals the research that supports the physical and
psychological benefits of yoga as an aid to recovery and in reducing
the risk of recurrence. Explaining how yoga must be tailored to each
survivor, Prinster gives you the tools to create a safe home yoga
practice, one that addresses your abilities, energy level, and overall
health goals. Through personal stories, well-illustrated poses, and
sample practices for beginners as well as experienced yoga
practitioners, Prinster empowers survivors to create their own
wellness plan in order to regain their independence and their
physical and emotional well-being.

Perfectly Imperfect
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An encyclopedia of yoga practice and practical yoga as well as of
the philosophy and background of yoga.

Motivational Yoga
Art of Attention
Bring the wisdom of ancient Yoga philosophy into your life in a
fresh, accessible, and relevant way. In its highest form, yoga is a
practice for your body and your mind. Living the Sutras brings the
wisdom of classical yoga philosophy into your life in an accessible
and relevant way. The Yoga Sutras, a foundational text of yoga
philosophy and practice, written by the guru Patanjali over two
thousand years ago, are made up of 196 aphorisms that offer potent
teachings on how to deal with loss and pain, and guidance on how
to lead a healthy and fulfilling life. Kelly DiNardo and Amy PearceHayden offer an entrée to this yoga training for the mind and spirit
by introducing a sutra or group of sutras on a related theme,
providing a brief commentary, and writing prompts to allow you to
reflect on and apply the meaning of the sutras to your life. The book
is at once an introduction to the classical philosophy, a quick guide
for students and teachers, and an active self-study that helps you to
engage with yoga wisdom in a deeply personal way.

Yawning Yoga
A beautiful bedtime routine for yogis of any age! Starting with a
gentle Om, Yawning Yoga's simple instructions, gorgeous
illustrations, and soothing poetry guide readers through a relaxing
routine to end the day. Thoughtful poems depict a series of step-bystep yoga poses. Each of the poses is accompanied by its Sanskrit
name, adding to the layers of learning. Written by a specialist in
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yoga for children, this lovely introduction to the elements of yoga
practice--including stretching, posture, and breath work--will help
children and their caring adults ready their bodies for a restful sleep.

The Art of Stillness
The Routledge Handbook of Yoga and Meditation Studies is a
comprehensive and interdisciplinary resource, which frames and
contextualises the rapidly expanding fields that explore yoga and
meditative techniques. The book analyses yoga and meditation
studies in a variety of religious, historical and geographical settings.
The chapters, authored by an international set of experts, are laid
out across five sections: Introduction to yoga and meditation studies
History of yoga and meditation in South Asia Doctrinal
perspectives: technique and praxis Global and regional
transmissions Disciplinary framings In addition to up-to-date
explorations of the history of yoga and meditation in the Indian
subcontinent, new contexts include a case study of yoga and
meditation in the contemporary Tibetan diaspora, and unique
summaries of historical developments in Japan and Latin America
as well as an introduction to the growing academic study of yoga in
Korea. Underpinned by critical and theoretical engagement, the
volume provides an in-depth guide to the history of yoga and
meditation studies and combines the best of established research
with attention to emerging directions for future investigation. This
handbook will be of interest to multidisciplinary academic
audiences from across the humanities, social sciences and sciences.

Being You
Wouldn’t it be great if your child could exercise, have fun, and
build concentration skills all at the same time? In 2006, the Little
Flower Yoga program was developed by teacher and certified yoga
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instructor Jennifer Cohen Harper, when her successful use of yoga
in her kindergarten classroom led to requests by other students,
teachers, and administrators for yoga programs of their own. Harper
slowly began to teach more and more yoga classes, and eventually
recruited other yoga teachers with education backgrounds to
continue growing what had become a flourishing program. Little
Flower Yoga for Kidsoffers this fun and unique program combining
yoga and mindfulness in an easy-to-read format. Written
specifically for parents and kids, the book aims at teaching children
to pay attention, increase focus, and balance their emotions—all
while building physical strength and flexibility. Based on a growing
body of evidence that yoga and mindfulness practices can help
children develop focus and concentration, the simple yoga exercises
in this book can easily be integrated into their child’s daily routine,
ultimately improving health, behavior, and even school
achievement. The book details the five main components of the
program: connect, breath, move, focus, and relax. Drawing on these
components, Harper shares practical activities that parents can use
with their children both on a daily basis and as applied to
particularly challenging issues. And while this book is targeted to
parents, teachers may also find it extremely useful in helping
students achieve better attention and focus. For more information
about this innovative program, visit www.littlefloweryoga.com.

Living the Sutras
Yoga, Meet Life. Sometimes an hour-long yoga class is the only
chance we get to connect meaningfully with our bodies and our
minds during a week otherwise full of work, family, and the daily
grind. Have you ever wondered how would it feel to bring that
experience of awareness and calm out of the yoga studio and into
your everyday life? After all, we know that practicing yoga can give
us a leaner body and more sculpted limbs, but isn't its most
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important benefit the way it makes us feel? In Do Your Om Thing,
master yoga teacher and creator of the popular blog OmGal.com
Rebecca Pacheco shows us that the true practice of yoga is about
much more than achieving the perfect headstand or withstanding an
hour-long class in a room heated to 100 degrees. "Yoga is not about
performance," she tells us, "it's about practice, on your mat and in
your life. If you want to get better at anything what should you do?
Practice. Confidence, compassion, awareness, joy—if you want more
of these—and who doesn't?—yoga offers the skills to practice them."
In her warm, personal, and often hilarious prose, Rebecca translates
yogic philosophy for its twenty-first-century devotees, making
ancient principles and philosophy feel accessible, relatable, and
genuinely rooted in the world in which we live today. And by
illuminating how the guiding principles of yoga apply to our
modern lives, Rebecca shows us that the true power of a yoga
practice is not physical transformation, but mental and spiritual
liberation.

The Law of Attention
When the way forward seems uncertain, where can we turn for
guidance we can trust? For yoga luminary, meditation teacher, and
artist Elena Brower, the answer has always been close at hand.
"Whenever I’ve needed direction, strength, or centering, I've so
often turned to my own journals. Why? Because many of the
answers we seek are found within ourselves." Now, for those
compelled to the pen and page, Elena invites us to gather our own
wisdom through writing, self-inquiry, and reflection. Practice You
is a portable sacred sanctuary to record our flashes of insight, find
our ground, create and clarify our goals, and bear witness to our
own evolution. With more than 150 beautiful pages of questions,
teachings, inspiring imagery, and plenty of space to write, draw, and
reflect, this journaling adventure guides us into nine compelling
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portals to our highest ways of living.
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